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ABSTRACT 
Some proposals are made to give a general definition of matrix Pad6 approxi- 
mants. Depending on the normalization of the denominator, we define type I 
(constant term is the unit matrix) and type II (by conditions on the leading 
coefficient) approximants. Existence and uniqueness are considered, determinant 
expressions are given, and relations among types I/II and left/right approximants 
are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of classical (scalar) Pad& approximation is well established, 
and a number of textbooks have appeared on the subject. The volumes by 
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Baker and Graves-Morris [2] are among the more recent ones. However, 
when the given power series has matrix coefficients, it is not at all clear how 
the notion of Pade approximant should be generalized. In this paper we shall 
concentrate on possible definitions in the matrix case. To avoid duplication of 
well-known results, we shall suppose that the reader is sufficiently familiar 
with the problem of scalar PadC approximation. 
There are already many papers that generalize the scalar Pade approxi- 
mation problem in one way or another, but it is our conviction that the 
problem has never been considered in all its generality. There are, e.g., many 
papers on the vector case, or on the square matrix case, or even on 
approximants in a general noncommutative algebra. However, the noncom- 
mutativity of matrix multiplication would not be so essential a complication, 
if it were the only one. Indeed, some papers have appeared for the case of a 
square matrix function, where the scalar normality condition immediately 
generalizes to the matrix case. Under this normality condition, all the 
recursive computations etc. from the scalar case do generalize (see e.g. [5, 
61). The more general problem of Pad6 approximation in a noncommutative 
algebra has been considered by a lot of authors. A. Draux has made 
contributions in this area and has compiled an annotated bibliography of 
about 300 references [12]. However, in the rectangular matrix case, the 
problem is more complicated, since not only is AB # BA in general, but it 
can be that BA does not exist, even if AB does. 
The vector case has also attracted some attention in the literature. Various 
vector Pad6 interpolants were introduced by P. R. Graves-Morris (see e.g., 
[14]). Th e ro p bl em here is to approximate a number of functions by rational 
functions with a common denominator. Because the denominator is a scalar 
polynomial, the problem is relatively simple. There is e.g. no problem in its 
normalization or in pinning down its degree. In the general case, the 
denominator is a square matrix polynomial for which the problem of defining 
a normalization or defining its degree leaves a lot of possibilities. 
There is also an extensive literature in linear system theory on the 
problem of minimal partial realization, which in a certain sense is equivalent 
to that of PadC approximation (see e.g. [S]). If the system has many inputs 
and many outputs, then one gets a matrix approximation problem which is 
closely related to a matrix Pad6 problem. The main difference is that the 
given power series there is a series in a-l while the numerator and 
denominator of the rational approximant are polynomials in Z. Moreover, 
minimality is an important issue in those applications. In the matrix case, this 
means that the degree of the determinant of the denominator has to be 
minimal. An effort has been made to translate these results into Pad6 results 
(see [7]). Therefore a reformulation of the Pade problem as a minimal Pad6 
problem is given here, and it is the latter that is generalized to the matrix 
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case. In this paper we shall refer to it as the mPA or MmPA problem in the 
matrix case. 
In a number of papers, the first author has considered a genera1 matrix 
Pad6 problem for a rectangular matrix series (see e.g. [2O, 211). It turned out 
that the solutions of the MmPA problem were matrix Pad6 approximants that 
were not covered by this theory. This motivated a more general approach to 
the problem of defining matrix Pade approximants. 
2. THE DEFINITION OF THE MATRIX PADI? APPROXIMATION 
Let f(z) be a given power series with matrix coefficients, i.e., 
f(z) = : CkZk, Ck E vxr’l, (2.1) 
k = 0 
where C I’ x “I consists of all p X m matrices with their elements in the 
complex plane C. We want to determine a (right) rational approximating 
function N(z)M(z)-’ to f by the following equation: 
f(z)M(z) - N(z) = R(z), (2.2) 
where N(z) and M(Z) are p X nz and m X m matrices respectively with 
polynomials as their elements. We call R(Z) the residual of the approximant. 
We shall impose some lower bounds on the orders of the entries in R(Z) and 
some upper bounds on the degrees of the entries in M(z) and N(Z). 
This seems to be a fair proposal for generalizing the definition of Pade 
approximation (PA) to the matrix case. However, depending on the purposes 
which one has in mind, it still leaves us with many ways of defining the 
matrix Pad& approximants (MPAs), as we shall see later. Whatever the 
definition is, since we refer to them as matrix Pade approximants, the MPAs 
should have some relations or connections with classical (i.e., scalar) PAS. 
Therefore, there are some principles in defining the approximants which we 
should follow. Some of these are listed below. 
(1) (Matrix) MPAs should be a generalization of (scalar) PAS. This means 
that when p = nz = 1 the matrix Pad.5 approximants should coincide with the 
scalar Pad& approximants. The difficulty is that one can give many formula- 
tions of the Pad4 problem which are all equivalent in the scalar case, but give 
completely different descriptions when they are generalized to the matrix 
problem. 
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(2) Solvability. In general the defining equations should have a unique 
solution. By this we mean that the number of unknowns, i.e., the number of 
free parameters to be determined in the approximants, is equal to the 
number of approximation conditions, i.e., the number of equations which 
determine these unknowns. We say “in general” because it may happen that 
in some cases the problem has none or many solutions. It is this condition 
that allows one to give, in the scalar case, upper bounds for the degrees of 
the numerator and denominator, and then their sum is a strict lower bound 
for the order of approximation. More generally, one can give bounds for two 
of these three numbers, and then a bound for the third one follows. This 
condition is commonly accepted by those who have generalized the scalar 
Pad6 approximants. In the vector case, this idea has been used to fix a degree 
for the scalar denominator and e.g. one global order of approximation. The 
numerator degrees are then bounded to satisfy the solvability condition. Also 
the reverse, where numerator and denominator degrees are bounded, can be 
done. Lower bounds for the orders of approximation per component then 
follow from the same conditions again. 
(3) The MPAs thus defined should h ave some nice properties just as 
scalar PAS have-e.g., invariance under linear fractional transformation (see 
Section 6). 
In recent years many extensions and generalizations of the scalar Pad6 
problem have been established. However, matrix Pad6 approximants were, in 
our opinion, never treated in a sufficiently general form. So we can ask why 
there has not been a good definition of MPAs so far. What makes this 
problem so much more complicated than its scalar counterpart, and what can 
we do about it? We give some possible reasons below, and we shall try to 
propose a solution. 
(a) Noncommutativity. The multiplication of matrices is not commuta- 
tive in general. 
(b) Choice of degrees and orders. There are many possibilities in choos- 
ing the degrees of the numerator and denominator and the order of the 
residual. 
(c) Normalization. There are many ways of normalizing a solution to 
the problem. We shall consider two possibilities and refer to them as type I 
and type II approximants. 
(a) Noncommutativity: As a consequence of this noncommutative multi- 
plication we have to define right MPAs and left MPAs separately. The 
relation (2.2) is for a right approximant. A left approximant &&z-‘&z) 
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would, instead of (2.2) satisfy an equation like 
ti(z)f(z)- Is(z) = R(z), 
where now P&z) and G(z) are p X m and p X p polynomial matrices 
respectively. 
(b) Choice of degrees and orders: We try to start with the most general 
situation, in which we choose a degree for each entry of the numerator and a 
degree for each entry of the denominator. Also, with each entry of the 
residual we associate an order. It is by this general approach that we can 
obtain considerable extensions of most known matrix Pad6 approximants. 
Unfortunately, if we want to exploit this generality, we shall have to deal 
with much more complicated conditions, normalizations, algorithms, etc. 
Rather than polynomials with matrix coefficients, we consider matrices with 
polynomial entries. To this purpose, we introduce the following notation: 
p(z):p(z)= iajzi,ai~C , 
i = 0 I 
and 
e(z):e(z) = F 
i=k+1 
The nonnegative integers are denoted by Z,, and ZI;x”’ denotes all the 
p x m matrices with elements in Z,. For V = (oij) E ZTx”‘, we introduce the 
notation 
HI’ x 111 = 
V (P(“)=(pij(~)):‘~=):~,j(z) EH,,,)> 
and 
Sometimes we shall express the fact that R(z) E Ecxi” as R(Z) = O(z”+‘). 
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In this case we consider P(z) E Hex”’ as a table of p x m polynomials over 
C. Each entry has its own degree. We could also consider it as a column of p 
polynomials over C ’ x “I. In that case, each row has its degree. Thus if 
V=(uJ;=,EZ+ ) Pxl then the notation Hex”’ denotes 
The vj correspond to row degrees. Similarly, we can consider these polyno- 
mial matrices as a row of vector polynomials. If V = (uj)y= 1 E Zy',, then 
HGX’” denotes 
H p x !,I = 
V (~(;)=(pj(;))~=l:~,(i) EH~,~‘}. 
Now the tij correspond to column degrees. Finally, if the polynomial matrix 
is considered as a matrix polynomial, i.e., a polynomial with matrix coeffi- 
cient, it has a scalar degree. The set of all the matrix polynomials of degree at 
most V E Z, is denoted as H cx”’ It is of course trivial to identify these sets . 
by adding or deleting zero coefficients at appropriate places, and we shall not 
distinguish between them. It will thus depend on the dimension of V 
whether we mean element degrees, row degrees, column degrees, or matrix 
degrees. We shall refer to the last as a uniform degree because it is the same 
for all elements. For example, for V = (oi) E Zl;" ' we make the identification 
H p x ,P1 = H r: x ,,I 
V V with V = (cij) if cjj = vi for j = 1,. . . , m. This identification 
of the two sets means that we do not distinguish between V and V. Similar 
conventions will also be used in relation with the orders of the entries of the 
elements of Eex”‘. 
Having the previous conventions in mind, we define additions and 
subtractions of degree matrices or order matrices of unequal dimensions in a 
natural way. (Remember the identification of V E ZT"' and V E ZTx"'.) 
Two examples are: 
(1) If V E Z,ixt and W E Z,, then V + W = (uij + W)P’f= ,. 
(2) If VEZJ=’ and WEZyt , then V+ W=(u, + wj);,$_l. 
It may be somewhat confusing to add matrices of different dimensions, 
but if you just remember that a row matrix should be expanded to a full 
matrix of appropriate dimension with every row duplicating the given one, a 
column matrix should be expanded to a full matrix by duplicating this 
column, and a scalar should be expanded to a full matrix with all identical 
elements, then this operation is not so strange. An expression W - V = ci 
with W and V in Z,ixf and U E Z, is a short way of telling you that the 
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difference between the corresponding elements in W and V is the constant 
value U for each entry. Along the same line, a relation V 2 0 for some 
V E Zyx’ has to be understood on an elementwise basis. It means that all the 
entires of V are nonnegative. 
(c) Normalization: As a normalization in the scalar case, one usually 
chooses the denominator to be manic or comonic. Such a normalization 
serves two purposes. It fixes a unique numerator-denominator pair for a 
given rational Pad6 approximant, and it fixes a coefficient so that the true 
parameters of the problem which can be used to satisfy the approximating 
conditions show clearly. A rational function of type ti /U has o + u +2 
coefficients, but only u + u + I parameters are available to satisfy the inter- 
polation conditions, as one coefficient is pinned down by the normalization. 
Thus a proper question to ask in the matrix case is: can we find a unique 
numerator-denominator pair (i$ z), ~6( u?)) E H GX”l X H B x”L for a certain ap- 
proximant R(n) which is right coprime and which is uniquely defined by 
R(z)? If R(z)= N(z)M(=)-‘, with (N(=;),M(:))E H~Xr”XH~xX”’ right co- 
prime, is one possible representation of R(z), can we then find some G such 
that (H(z), M(z)) = (N(=)G, M(,J)G) satisfies the requirements given above? 
Since the greatest common right divisor is only defined up to a right 
unimodular factor (i.e., a polynomial matrix G with det G E C \ IO}), we 
should allow a unimodular G in general. Note however that the normaliza- 
tion will change the type of the polynomial pair, i.e., U # d and V f V in 
general, even in the case where G is a constant matrix. Here we are 
confronted with another nasty complication as compared to the scalar case. If 
in the scalar case a coprime solution pair exists, then we could always find a 
normalized one with the same degree structure. For the matrix case, it 
depends on the matrices V and U how many coefficients can be fixed 
without changing either the degree type or the rational function. Such a 
problem is very difficult and only decidable in simple cases such as U E Z,. 
We can then take M(O) = Z or make M(z) manic, i.e., M(z) = ;“I + . . . . 
A way around this problem is to just impose some normalization and see 
to it that the number of equations equals the number of free parameters left. 
We can for example take 
= 1. 
If is an from HGxm for U = E then, 
the condition (2.3), the jth column M(z) has ukj 
unknowns to approximation conditions. The normalization 
(2.3) is of course just an example, and there are many other possibilities. It is 
however a quite natural condition, since it guarantees that N(z)M(.z-’ has 
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no singularities at z = 0, while R(z) approximates the given function pre- 
cisely at the origin. A “manic” normalization of M(z) is not so simple for 
general U, since it is not very clear what should be the leading coefficient. 
However, it is possible to think of a suitable substitute. We shall not do this 
for the type I MPA definition given below, where we use the comonic 
normalization (2.3). 
For the type II MPA definition we do have something in the style of such 
a manic normalization. Its origin is however rather different. That is why we 
shall use it for another type of MPAs. In problems of minimal partial 
realization, one tries to fit a number of Markov parameters by a rational 
transfer hmction with minimal complexity. This means that the degree of the 
determinant of the denominator should be as low as possible, while the 
precise degrees of the entries are not an important issue. So the problem 
arises of representing the denominator of the rational function in its simplest 
possible form. To this problem there exists a solution which is a well-known 
procedure in linear system theory. As the reader will know, a constant matrix 
can be brought into an echelon form, which is the simplest form to which it 
can be reduced using only elementary column transformations. For a polyno- 
mial matrix, something similar is possible, where now elementary unimodu- 
lar transformations are allowed. Note that these can change the type U of 
M(z), but leave the degree of its determinant unchanged. It can be shown 
(see [15]) that by using unimodular transformations, any square matrix 
polynomial can be brought into a form such that its row degrees are equal to 
its column degrees. The leading row (or column) coefficient matrix Mh' (or 
Mhc) is then the matrix formed by the leading row (or column) coefficients. 
The second method for normalization we shall use in this paper is to impose 
conditions on Mhc and Mh'. We shall then say that M(z) is brought into a 
canonical form. Two variants (Cl or C2 canonical forms) are defined below 
(see [71X 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Cl/2 canonical). We say that M(z) E HvX”’ is Cl (or 
C2) canonical iff 
(i) There is a vector U E Z’jfx’ such that M(z)E H~xx”ZnH;;‘,X”‘. This 
means that the row and column degrees are the same. 
(ii) The leading row (or column) coefficient matrix M"' (or M"") of 
M(z) is the unit matrix. 
(iii) The leading column (or row) coefficient matrix M"" (or M"') of 
M(z) is unit upper (or lower) triangular. 
A polynomial matrix for which Mhc (Mh') is regular is called column 
(row) reduced. This means that the above canonical forms are column as 
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well as row reduced. Consequently, the degree of the determinant is equal to 
the sum of the column degrees and also equal to the sum of the row degrees, 
which is Cy=r ui. Note that in the scalar case Cl and C2 canonical means the 
same thing, viz., M(z) IS manic. Note also that if M(z) is Cl canonical with 
degree U = (U i>yZ r, then there are 
unknowns for determining the jth column of M(z). 
As we have said before, the previous normalization is inspired by the 
minimal partial realization problem, which is closely related to, but not 
exactly the same as, the problem of Pad6 approximation. This relation is 
generally known in the scalar case (see e.g., [13]). Results from one field have 
been translated and applied to the other one, algorithms have been adapted 
and exchanged, etc., but in our opinion there are basic differences that may 
not be very important for the scalar case, but which do matter in the matrix 
case. One of them is the notion of minimality of the approximant, and 
another the approximation being at .a = cc rather than at the origin. In the 
matrix case, probably because of the lack of a good definition of matrix Pad6 
approximants, correspondences have been mentioned but never explained. 
The report [7] by A. Bultheel and M. Van Bare1 and the Ph.D. thesis [17] are 
partial exceptions to this. Based on a number of reports on the minimal 
partial realization problem (see [16]), the authors have defined in [7] a kind of 
matrix Pad6 approximants which they called (scalar) minimal Pad& approxi- 
mants (mPAs) and matrix minimal Pad6 approximants (MmPAs), because 
they have minimality properties in the degrees of the numerator and denomi- 
nator. In our opinion, this is the Pad&like problem that really corresponds to 
the minimal partial realization problem; it is a somewhat different approach 
to Pad6 approximation which is quite interesting and, as we feel it, some- 
times a more natural problem to solve. Because it is a nonstandard definition, 
and because we shall need it in the sequel, we repeat the definition of the 
MmPA problem below. For a rather extensive study of this problem see [7] 
and [17]. 
In the minimal partial realization problem, one starts with the coefficients 
cr,...,c, ofthe series f(~)=C~=rc~z-~, and the problem is to find polyno- 
mials N(z) and M(z) of appropriate dimensions in the variable Z, such that 
jG>- A%Z)fWz)-’ = OWO-‘), .z + 03, and such that the degree of det M(z) 
is minimal. As we know by now, we can always choose M(z) to be canonical. 
The approximation condition implies that N(z)M(z)-' is strictly proper. 
This and the regularity of Mhc and M hr imply that there is no problem in 
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expanding N(z)M(z)-’ around infinity. This is not turned into a Pad6 
problem by simply replacing z with z-l. Instead, the minimal partial 
realization problem can be easily translated into the following problem. (See 
[7] and [I71 for all the details.) 
DEFINITION 2.2 (MmPA problem). Given f(z)= E~c,.z~, some non- 
negative integer o, and an integer 6 E [ - w, w], find polynomials M(Z) and 
N(z) such that: 
(1) f(z)M(z)- iv(z) = O(Ffl), .Z + 0. 
(2) nj < pj - 6 for j = 1,. . . , m. Here nj and pj are the degrees of the 
jth column of N(z) and M(z) respectively. 
(3) c;l=, jLj is as low as possible. 
(4) M(z) is Cl canonical. 
It follows from the above definition that the pj are the Kronecker indices 
for the sequence {c,,c,_~,...,c_~+, } (see Definition 5.1). It can also be 
shown that the solution to the MmPA problem as it is formulated above may 
not be unique. It can be made unique by imposing the extra condition that 
(5) vi<w--hi for i=l,...,p, 
where the vi are the row degrees of N(Z) and the Ai are the dual Kronecker 
indices for the same sequence as mentioned above. With this extra condition, 
the solution is called canonical, and this is the definition used in [7]. 
One can see from the definition of the MmPA problem that, even in the 
scalar case, it is different from the PA problem. But mPA does have a close 
relationship with PA. In fact, any solution of the scalar mPA problem is one 
of the PAS in the Pad6 table (see [7]). It is one of the main advantages of 
considering mPA instead of PA that we can define a table of minimal Pad6 
approximants which is parametrized in only two scalar parameters w and 6, 
even in the matrix case. In the scalar case, this w-6 table is essentially the 
same as the classical Pad6 table (see [lo]). As a matter of fact, in the scalar 
case one can consider the minimal Pad& approximation problem as a problem 
where one looks in the Pad6 table among all PAS of a certain approximation 
order w for the one which is the simplest. If one considers the maximum of 
the degrees of the numerator and denominator as a measure of complexity, 
then one gets a PA which is near the main diagonal of the Pad6 table. To get 
other approximants, one can impose a relative importance of numerator and 
denominator degrees by playing with the parameter 6. 
In the definition given above, we fixed the order o and used S to 
parametrize the difference in the degrees. We could as well have chosen to 
fix the numerator degree and use 6 to parametrize the order of approxima- 
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tion. The latter approach was used in the vector case in [9]. The same ideas 
could also be used for more general rational interpolation. See [18]. 
Therefore we shall also try to define Pad6 approximants in the matrix 
case such that they are solutions of an MmPA problem. The last problem 
setting was the one that partly motivated this work. 
Now we are ready to give the following definitions of type I and type II 
right MPAs. Type I refers to the normalization (2.3) and type II refers to a 
Cl canonical normalization. 
DEFINITION 2.3 (Type I IMPA). Let f(z)= C”““‘[[Z]] be a (formal) 
power series with coefficients in CPx”‘, and let V=(uij)e Zcx”‘, [J=(uij) 
EZ :“‘I, and W = (wij) E ZTx”’ such that 
5 wkj = kc, 0k.j $- ,_, Ukj > j = 1,2 ,...,m, (2.4) 
k=l 
and W- V > 0. Then the right MPA problem of the first type is denoted by 
R(V, U, W;f), and consists in finding polynomials N(Z) E HGx”’ and M(z) E 
H ;‘t x “I such that 
(1) f(,_)M(,_)- N(Z) E EL?“‘, 
(2) hf(O) = I. 
The collection of all rational functions N(z)M(z)-’ formed by the solutions 
of’(V,U,W;f), is denoted by R[V,U,W;f],. 
Note that the matrices V, U, and W are completely general in this 
definition. In the next definition, the matrix U which indicates the denomi- 
nator degree will be a vector, as motivated when we introduced the canonical 
normalizations. The matrices V and W are still general. 
DWINITION 2.4 (Type II MPA). Let f(z) E C”““‘[[Z]] be a (formal) 
power series with coefficients in Cr’x”l, and let V = (cij) E ZTx”‘, C’= (u j) E 
Z r;lxl, and W~=(W~~)EZ$~“’ such that 
5 wkj= i u,j+ c uj+ c ui+ c 1, j=1,2 ,..., m, 
k=l 
(2.5) 
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and W - V 2 0. Then the right MPA problem of the second type is denoted 
by R(V, U, W;fjI, and consists in finding polynomials N(z) E HFX’” and 
M(z) E HEX”’ such that 
(1) f(z)M(z)-- N(z) E Ep,X”, 
(2) M(z) is Cl canonical with degree U. 
The solution set of ‘(V, U, W; f),, is denoted by “[V, U, W; flu. 
The conditions (2.4) and (2.5) make th e number of (scalar) coefficients to 
be found equal to the number of (scalar) equations. Therefore we shall call 
them solvability equalities. 
Besides these two possibilities for the normalization of the denominator, 
there are of course many other choices that could be made. Each of them can 
give another type of Pad6 approximant, and it is not sure, as we shall show 
for the type I and type II approximants, that the different normalizations are 
equivalent in all situations. Indeed, they give in many cases completely 
different approximants. 
There are some special cases of the above definitions which we should 
mention here, because each of them can be regarded as a different definition 
of MPA. We shall make different choices for the degrees and orders and see 
what (dis)advantages this may have. Before we do this, we introduce the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. L.& U E Zyx’. Then 
gui= c uj+ c ui+ c 1, j = 1,2 ,...,m, (2.6) 
i=l u,> uj ui < uj u, > uj 
l<i<m lgi<m l<i<j 
if and only if 
Proof. If we bring the middle term of the right hand side of (2.6) to the 
left of the equality sign, we see that (2.6) holds if and only if 
C ui= C uj+ C 1, j=1,2 ,..., m. 
II;> uj Ui> uj Ui> uj 
lgigm l<idm l<i<j 
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Now we bring the first term of the right to the left of the equality sign to get 
c (ui-uj)= c 1, j=1,2 )...) m. 
ui > ui U,’ u, 
l<i<lTl I<i<j 
If we split up the left hand side as 
c (ui-ui)+ c (ui-Uj)= c 1, j=1,2 )...) m, 
then it follows that 
ui-nj=I for ui>uj, l<i<j, and uj--uj<O for j<i<m. 
This is (2.7). n 
Note that (2.7) means that all the numbers ui are equal to each other 
except for a possible drop by 1 at a certain point, after which all the numbers 
stay at this value. 
Now we list some special cases. 
Dl. V, U, and W E Z,. This is the case where numerator and denom- 
inator are considered as polynomials with matrix coefficients, i.e., as matrix 
polynomials. If p = m, this is the most popular case. Most of the literature on 
matrix Pad6 approximation in the past decades is about this situation. It 
doesn’t matter so much that the coefficients are matrices. The main difficulty 
is that their product is not commutative any more and that zero divisors can 
exist. That is the reason why the Pad6 approximation problem allows a rather 
complete analysis. The many publications that fall under this classification 
need not be repeated here. An excellent survey of the literature can be found 
in [12]. The matrix case for p + m was discussed in [20]. In this case, both 
(2.4) and (2.5) lead to the same solvability equality 
pw=pv+mu. 
This means that p should be a divisor of mu. This may be a severe limitation 
in practice. Most of the papers dealing with the matrix case explicitly and not 
just with a noncommutative algebra do have such divisibility conditions. 
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D2. V E Zix”‘, U E Zy”L, and W E Zyfn. This means that we do the 
Pad& problem columnwise. In this case, (2.4) for the type I approximants 
becomes 
pwj = pvj + mu j, j = 1,2 ,..., m. 
This implies that p should divide muj for every j. This is an even stronger 
limitation than we already had in the previous case. For type II approxi- 
mants, the condition (2.5) leads to 
pwj = pvj + C Uj+ C ui+ C 1, j=1,2 ,..., m. 
This means that the total number represented by the last three terms of the 
right hand side should be divisible by p-again a condition that is not 
simple to deal with. 
D3. V E ZP,“, U E Zy”‘, and W E Zyxl. Checking the type I condi- 
tion (2.4), we get 
f: wk = i ok + muj, j = 1,2 ,...,m. 
k=l k=l 
This implies that 
u, = IA2 = . . . = u,,,. (2.8) 
Thus we get a rather simple condition. There is a global degree for the 
denominator, while numerator degrees and orders are considered rowwise. 
For the type II approximants this situation is rather restrictive, since 
Equation (2.5) leads to (2.7) as derived in Lemma 2.1. 
D4. V E Zy”‘, U E Zyx’, and W E Zy”‘. This is in a sense comple- 
mentary to the situation of D3. The solvability equality (2.4) for type I 
approximants becomes 
pwj = pvj + F Ui’ j = 1,2 >.‘.> m. 
i=l 
This means that Cy!, ui should be divisible by p and W-V E Z,, i.e., 
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wj - vj does not depend on j. The latter condition is like the one in the 
MmPA problem, but the divisibility condition is extra For type II approxi- 
mants (2.5) leads to the same situation as for D2. 
We can go on in this manner, considering row and column degrees and 
orders. There are eight possibilities in all. We skip a few and give one more 
interesting case that we shall see reappear in the sequel. 
D5. V E Zyxl, U E Zyxl, and W E Z’;Lxl. Now (2.4) becomes 
tw,= kv,+ :u,, 
k=l k=l k=l 
which means that type I MPAs are always possible-at least, they can always 
satisfy the solvability equality without extra restriction. That is why this case 
is important in this paper. The condition (2.5) for type II MPAs becomes 
i wk = 5 vk + C uj+ C uj+ C 1, j=1,2 ,..., m. 
k=l k=l ut ’ u, IL, < ui ut ’ u, 
l<i<,n lbi<Wl l<i<j 
This holds only for U satisfying (2.7). 
We have picked some possibilities for row or column degrees and orders 
merely as an illustration of the type of conditions one gets for solvability 
equalities. Many other choices are possible for the degrees and orders. We 
never claim that a particular choice is the best one to make. As we said 
before, almost all the MPAs considered in the literature fall into class Dl. A 
particular case which received more attention was the vector case where 
m = 1. We then get classes D2 and D6, which turn out to be the same, since 
there is a scalar denominator, so that U = u E Z, while V E Zl;“’ and 
W E ZT” ‘. Things then become much simpler, because the solvability equal- 
ity for both type I and type II MPAs is just 
This condition gives only a constraint for the sums involved. Within this 
frame, several options for a definition can still be taken. Different choices of 
how the numerator degrees or approximation orders are distributed over the 
components can be made. Consult the work of Graves-Morris [14] or van 
Iseghem [I91 and the references therein. 
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Of course, everything that has been said so far on right MPAs can now be 
adapted for left MPAs. In the notation we use L instead of R. Writing out all 
the details is an easy task which we gladly leave to the reader. We should 
only mention that, in the definition of the second type left MPA, the 
denominator should be C2 canonical instead of Cl canonical. 
Whenever possible we simplify the notation if that gives no ambiguity. 
Thus the indication R or f or I or II will be dropped if it is clear from the 
context what approximant is meant. 
3. THE EXISTENCE OF MATRIX PA’S 
It is well known that in the scalar case the PA problem leads to a linear 
system of equations, which are called Pad6 equations. The numerator coeffi- 
cients can be found from the data and the denominator coefficients. There- 
fore, the basic problem is to set up the system of linear equations which 
defines the denominator coefficients. The existence of the solution of this 
system implies the existence of a Pad6 approximant. There is an analogue to 
this in the matrix case. 
Setting up these equations in the matrix case is not a difficult job to do. 
Existence theorems will merely express that these systems have a solution. 
For the general case it is rather difficult to isolate certain classes of functions 
for which all the MPAs exist, even for MPAs of a certain type. The Stieltjes 
series, which are well known in the scalar case to guarantee the existence of 
all PAS, have been generalized to the square matrix case by Basu and Bose in 
[3], but only for matrix degrees and orders, i.e., MPAs of type Dl. Without 
further specification of the approximants, this is impossible to do in general. 
Thus the conditions stand as they are. They are however useful because they 
introduce a notation that will be used in the next section to give determinan- 
tal expressions for the approximants. Also they will show incidentally the 
special structure of the systems which can be exploited to design fast 
algorithms for computing the approximant. In many cases the matrices of the 
systems have a low displacement rank, so that they can be solved by specially 
designed algorithms. These computational aspects will be treated in a 
separate publication [22]. 
In order to express the problems a(V, U, W;f), and R(V, U,W; f>,, as 
systems of linear equations, we introduce the following notation. For 
g(z) = c UkZk, ak E csXt, 
k=O 
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let 
a1 al-1 
1: : 
... al-"+1 
al+, T,;,,(g) = 8’ . . . yn+z E cmxnt 
a I+ 111 - 1 al+,,,-, . . . : I ul+,“--n 
be a block Toeplitz matrix. We adopt the usual convention that uk = 0 for 
k < 0. If s = t = 1, then T,(,, 
CPX’n[[~ll b 
is an ordinary Toeplitz matrix. Let f = (fij) E 
e g’ iven. For the problem R(V, U, W; f),, where we suppose V, U, 
and W fixed, we introduce the matrices 
and 
E=(eij)=W-V 
and 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Using this notation, the problem of determining the jth column of the 
denominator M(z) in R(V, U, W;f>, can be expressed by the following 
equations. 
RHfX = - RB{. (3.4) 
If the jth column Mj(z) of M(z) is determined, the jth column Nj(.z) of the 
numerator N(z) can be easily found from 
Nj(.z) =(mj)(‘)(z) =f(z)Mj(z)modzy, 
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where Vj is the degree vector of Nj(z). Hence the solvability of R(V, U, W; f>, 
is equivalent to the solvability of Equation (3.4). Therefore we have proved 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. The problem R(V, U, W; f ), is soloable af and only if 
rankRH{ = rank[ RB{ “Hi], j = 1,2 ,.“> m, (3.5) 
where RBf and RHf are defined in (3.2) and (3.3). 
In order to establish a similar theorem for the problem L(V, c, W; f II we 
can transform it by transposition into the problem R(VT, CT, Wr; f T)I and 
then use the above theorem. There is a simple technique which allows us to 
express this more directly in terms of f rather than f T. It basically uses the 
fact that Toeplitz matrices are persymmetric, i.e., symmetric with respect to a 
SW-NE axis. We shall illustrate this technique below. The following compu- 
tations will show how to derive the left versions of the matrices defined in 
(3.2) and (3.3), which will eventually lead to Corollary 3.2, which is the left 
version of Theorem 3.1. 
To emphasize the dependence on V, U, W, and f, we temporarily denote 
RH{ and RBj by RHf( V, U, W; f > and RBf(V, 17, W; f) respectively. Then for 
the solvability of R(QT, OT, WT; f T)I, the condition (3.5) is changed into 
rankRHi(VT, OT,eT,f ') 
= rmk[ RB;(+T,cT,$T; f ‘) RHf(eT,tiT,l@T;f T)]) i=1,2 ,..., p. 
Let J, =(6i,.+,-j)~j=1, where 
6,,= 1 for i=j, 
13 
{ 0 for i# j, 
be the column or row reversing operator. Then the persymmetry of the 
Toeplitz matrices is expressed by 
[ J,J!J d_L]‘= T,‘;‘“-“(g). 
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Hence, if we set 
J~:=&~(J,~ ,,..., /,:,,) and Jz:=diag(J,~,-,,,,...,J, ,,,, --G I m )> 
then we can obtain the left analogues of the matrices (3.2) and (3.3): 
and 
In terms of the data, this means that they are given by 
and 
while the matrix 2 is defined as before by 
E=(t?ij):‘;“l,=~-~. (3.8) 
Thus the solvability condition for the left problem L(v, 0, L@; f>, can now be 
formulated as in the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The problem L( q, 0, w; f ), is sohahle $ and only $ 
rank LHf = rank i=1,2,...,p, (3.9) 
where the matrices LBi and LHi are as defined in (3.6) and (3.7). 
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In the special case where we consider row degrees for numerator and 
denominator and row orders, the matrix of the system (3.4) becomes inde- 
pendent of j. Only the right hand side will be different for each column of 
the denominator. This is computationally an interesting situation, because 
then computations can be done very efficiently. In the following corollary, we 
suppose the order is constant for all entries. Then we get also a remarkable 
relation between a left and a right approximant. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose the following row degrees and a unzjkm order 
of approximation for type 1 right MPAs are given: 
v EZp,Xl, u E z’:LX’, WEZ,, 
and associate with these the column degrees and uniform order fM corre- 
sponding left MPAs as below: 
V=(w-u)‘, O=(W-v)‘, *=w. 
Then the matrices RHf of (3.2) and ‘Hf of (3.6) are independent of j and i, 
and they are equal to 
The matrices RB{ of (3.3) become 
while the ‘Bi of (3.7) become 
LBf = [ T?ul(fi,) . . . T&,,(k)]. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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From the general solvability conditions of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 it 
follows easily that the following conclusions hold: 
(i) R(V, U, W; f), is solvable if and only if 
rankRH, = rank RB,’ [ RHJ) 
j=1,2,...,m; (3.13) 
(ii) L(V, 0, W’; f )I is solvable if and only if 
rankRH, = rank i = 1,2,...,p; (3.14) 
(iii) if the matrix RH, is nonsingular, then both R(V, U, W; f 1, and _ _ _ 
L(V, U, W; f >, are solvable. 
We note that in the case of Corollary 3.3, the existence of both left and 
right MPAs is related to the same matrix RH,, which does not depend on j. 
So much for the existence of the approximants of type I. Now we 
consider the solvability of the type II problems R(V, U, W; f III. Recall that 
for this type the most general case has V,W E ZTX” and U E Zyxl. The 
formulation of the results will become much more compact if we associate to 
the sequence (ui);” three matrices which are related to the number of free 
parameters left at position (i, j) of the denominator when the degree condi- 
tions and the normalization are taken into account. These matrices are 
c(u) =(cij)Tj=l> T(U) = (tJj+ and S(U) =(s~~)~~~=~, 
(3.15) 
where 
1 
Cij = 
for i>j, or ui<ujandi<j 
0 otherwise, 
(3.16) 
tij = min{ui,uj} - cij and Sij = tij + 1. (3.17) 
The meaning of these auxiliary matrices is the following. Assume the matrix 
M(z) is Cl canonical with degree U. Then a closer look at the structure of a 
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Cl canonical matrix will reveal that: 
(1) cij = 1 means that, in order to make M(z) Cl canonical, there is one 
extra condition at the position (i, j) in determining M(z); otherwise (if 
cij = 0) there is no condition. 
(2) sij is the number of unknowns in determining M(z) at position (i,j). 
(3) tij is the degree of Mij(.z) if i z j, and for i = j, the degree of Mij(z) 
is tij + 1. 
Using this notation, the problem for determining the jth column of the 
denominator M(z) in the problem R(V, U, W;f),, can be expressed by the 
following set of equations: 
RH{,X = -RBf,, 
where 
RH{, = 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
and 
, 
(3.20) 
and, as for type I approximants, E is defined as E = (eij> = W - V. Therefore 
we have the following most general solvability condition for right type II 
approximants. 
THEOREM 3.4. The problem R(V, U, W; f ),, is solvable if and only $ 
rankRH{, = rank[ RB{, t(H{I], j=l,2 m, >..., (3.21) 
where the matrices RH{, and RB{, are defined in (3.19) and (3.20). 
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A similar conclusion can be established for left approximants of type II, 
i.e., for the problem “(9, 8, G’; f>,, . Th e same technique of transposing and 
reformulation as used to prove Corollary 3.3 for type I approximants can be 
used here. 
As for the type I MPAs, we consider the special case of row degrees for 
numerator and denominator and uniform order for all entries. This is done in 
the corollary given below. There are some extra conditions on these row 
orders, given by (3.22) and (3.23). Th e condition (3.22) follows from the 
solvability equality (2.7) for type II approximants. The condition (3.23) is an 
extra condition which makes similar constraints for the corresponding left 
approximants to be satisfied. In this case, the existence conditions are 
completely independent of the row or column index. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Consider row degrees for numerator and denominator 
and a uniform order for right type II MPAs, i.e., 
v E z’;Xl, u E zy”‘, WEZ,, 
and suppose they satisfy the &lowing conditions: 
(3.22) 
and 
c,<v,,( ... GO,,, If-,, - VII < 1. (3.23) 
For the corresponding left approxinwnts we consider the column degrees and 
uniform order, related to the previous ones by 
V=(W-U)=, c’=(W-V)‘, *=w. 
The matrices RHf, become independent of j and are now given by (we 
indicate the dependence on V, U, and W explicitly) 
I 
T,‘;!:,‘(f,,) T,“I:;:(f,,) . . . T$t,;(f,,,,) 
RH,,(V,U,W) = ; 
T;;:l:(f,l) &:t:(f,,,) . . . 
(3.24) 
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The existence condition for the right MPAs given in Theorem 3.4 and its left 
analogue can now be fwmulated as follows: 
(i) YV, U, W;_f jII is solvable if and only if 
rank%,,( V, U, W) = rankaH,,(V,U+l,W); (3.25) 
(ii) ‘(Q, 0, W; f II1 is solvable if and only if 
rankRHII( v, u, w) = rankaH,,(V-l,U,W); (3.26) 
(iii) if the matrix ‘H,,(V, U, W) is nonsingular, then both YV, U,W; f jII 
and L(v, c,ti; f jII are solvable. 
Proof. (i): One can easily check that under the condition (3.22), sij = ui. 
This implies, as we have mentioned already, that the matrices RN{, of (3.19) 
become independent of j and are all equal to the matrix ‘H,,(V, U, W) as 
defined in (3.24). On the other hand, (3.21) then says that for any j, the 
matrix “B& defined as in (3.20) d oes 
aH,,(V, U, W). This implies that 
not add to the rank of ‘Hi, = 
rankRH,,( V, U, W) = rank[nBi, - * . RB;;” R~{,( V, U, w)] 
=rankRHu(V,U+l,W), 
as you can see after rearrangement of the columns. This proves (i). 
(ii) can be proved by an approach very similar to the one used in 
Corollary 3.2. We shall now repeat it here. 
(iii) follows from (i) and (ii). n 
Besides the results given in this section, many other similar results can be 
obtained by considering special cases. We leave it to the reader to formulate 
other results which suit his special interest for a certain type of MPAs. 
Setting up the equations explicitly will help him to give explicit determinant 
expressions as we shall do in the next section, and will also help him to 
design his favorite computational scheme. If not, these equations will at least 
tell him how to compute the MPAs in principle. 
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4. DETERMINANT EXPRESSIONS FOR MPA’S 
In all books on scalar Pad6 approximation one can find explicit formulas, 
so-called determinant formulas, that give explicit expressions for the numera- 
tor and denominator as the ratio of two determinants that depend on the 
given power series. In this section we give determinant expressions for the 
numerator and denominator of the elements in ‘[V, U, W; fl, and 
YV, U,W;fl,, , i.e., of right MPAs of type I and type II. We do this only in 
the most general setting. The reader can adapt these expressions to his 
favored special case. Because these results follow immediately from the 
equations which were derived in the previous section, we shall reuse the 
notation for the matrices RH, I, and ‘B, I, introduced already in (3.2) (3.3) 
(3.19) and (3.20). Since only right approximants are considered in this 
section, we shall leave out the superscript R. Besides these symbols, we 
need a way of denoting truncated series such as we shall presently introduce. 
For a given power series 
g(z) = f a$, ai E c, 
i=O 
let 
g@‘(z) = ; U,Z’, a, E c, 
i=O 
and 
p’(z) = 5 ai&, U,EC. 
i=k+l 
If g(z) = (gij(z))i:j=, and V E Z,ixt, then we denote (g!%)(z))“,!= and 
(,$v’(z))f$ * by g’%) and $“‘(.z) respectively. The Zro veZor’of k 
entries is denoted as 
o,=[o,o )...) O]ECIX”. 
We are now ready to give the determinant expressions for the right type I 
MPAs. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let N(z)M(.z)-’ l ~[V,Il,W;flr be a type 1 right MPA 
fm general V, U, and W. Then, if the matrix H{ = RH{ (see (3.2)) is 
nonsingular and Bf = RB{ is defined as in (3.7) we can express the (i, j)th 
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element of the denominator as 
Mij(z) = & 
I 
det[ ;; *y 1, 
while the (i, j)th element of the numerator is expressed as 
Nij(Z) = -& det fzlJ’(z) wr(i, j) 
1 Bf 1 I-r{ ' 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where 
and 
w,(i,j> = [6,(i,j,1),...,6,(i,j,m)], 
Proof. The elements M&z) and N&I as expressed by the determi- 
nants above have the correct degrees uij and vij respectively. Also the 
normalization condition M(O) = I is easily checked. We shall prove that the 
(i, j)th element R,,(z) of R(z)= f(z)M(z)- N(z) with the entries of M(z) 
and N(z) as defined in (4.1) and (4.2) has the correct order wij. Then we 
shall have proved the theorem. As a side result we also have a determinant 
expression for the residual entries Rij(z>: 
Rij(z) = E fik(Z)Mkj(Z)-N{j(Z) 
k=l 
z-e 
det’H 
:’ 
d t 
fij(z)-f,?“)(z) 2 f,k(z)hl(k,j)-@I(i,j) 
k=l 
Bf Hi 1 
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We can eliminate a number of terms from the first row by subtracting 
multiples of the next rows in the above determinant: 
Now the theorem is proved. n 
For the second type MPA, similar formulas can be established. 
THEOREM 4.2. L.et N(.z)M(z)-’ E’[V, U, W;fln be a right type ZZ MPA. 
Then, if the matrix H i, = ‘Hi, as defined in (3.19) is nonsingular and if 
B{, = RB{, is as defined in (3.201, then we can express the elements of the 
denominator by the following determinant formula: 
8ijZsJJ A,,( i,j) 1 B& H(, ’ (4.3) 
and the numerator coeflicients are given by 
Nij(.z) =&det 
w,,(i,j) 
I 
(4.4) 
II Hi, ’ 
where 
and 
A,,(i,j) = [8,1,,...,e,,_,,,,1,3,...,zL~J,e,,+,,,, . . . . 0 ,s,,,,, 1: 
wII(i,j) = [6,,(i,j,1),...,6,,(i,j,m)], 
S,,(i,j,l) = [~~“~~)(z),...,ztlifl~“~J-t~~)(2)]. 
Recall that the numbers sij and tij are as defined in (3.15)-(3.17). 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the previous one. First note that from 
(4.3) we can see that the degree of Mjj(z) is given by aMjj = sjj = uj, and 
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that the coefficient of Z”J is one. For i z j the degrees of the M,, satisfy 
It follows by the construction of T(U) and S(U) (see Section 3) that M(z) is 
Cl canonical. Also the degrees for the N&l entries are bounded by vij. 
Thus only the order of the residual entries remains to be checked. Calculate 
the (i,j)th element R,,(z) of R(z)=f(z)M(z)- N(Z): 
Rij(z) = E fik(Z)Mkj(Z) - Nij(z) 
k=l 
1 
= - det 
zsjj~~Csjj)‘)(z) 2 &,(z)A,(k,j) - w,,(i, j) 
det Hlj 
k=l 
Bil Hi, I 
Again we find that by row combinations we can eliminate some of the terms 
in the first row to find 
= O(y%f~). 
Now the theorem is proved. n 
We leave it to the reader to find similar formulas for the left MPAs and to 
investigate special cases. 
5. RELATIONS AMONG THE DIFFERENT MPA’S 
As we already have mentioned in Section 2, the type I and type II 
approximants are basically different concepts and were proposed on a differ- 
ent basis. Thus there is little hope, except of course in the scalar case, that 
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these two definitions are strongly related. The relation between matrix 
minimal Pad6 approximants and type II approximants is somewhat more to 
be expected, since they have the same normalization. The problem we 
consider in this section is to find some relations among the different 
definitions of MPA. We try to answer the questions: do the two types of 
MPAs define the same approximant? and is the solution of problem MmPA a 
solution of problem a(V, U, W;f), or a(V, U, W; f ),I? We shall show that, in 
general, the different definitions lead to different approximants. Only in 
some special cases do they determine the same one. We shall start with 
relations that can be given between type I and type II approximants. The 
relation with MmPAs is given later on. 
When we were discussing the possible normalizations, we warned that if 
we renormalize by multiplication with a right unimodular factor, we mix up 
the degree structure completely. Since changing a type I MPA into a type II 
MPA or vice versa requires a renormalization, it is obvious that the best we 
can expect is some correspondence if we consider row degrees and orders. If 
we then allow only a constant factor on the right to obtain this renormaliza- 
tion, we can be sure that the degree structure is kept. Therefore, the next 
theorem gives about the most general result that can be expected in this 
direction. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let V,W E Zyx’ and U E Z y” i denote as usual the row 
degrees and orders of right type 1 or type II MPA problems. Then the 
following inclusion properties can be proued: 
(i) If the solvability equality (2.5) for the type II approximants holds and 
IUi - Ujl < 1 V(i,j>, (5.1) 
then the type I1 approximants with M(0) nonsingular can be renormalized as 
type I approximants for the same function. More precisely, 
{NM-‘ERIV,U,W;f],,:M(0) isnonsingular)cRIV,U,W;f]I. 
(ii) If the solvability equality (2.4) for type I approrimants holds and if 
the denominator of the type Z approximant NM-’ E~[V, U, W; f 1, can be 
made Cl canonical of degree U by a right constant factor, then it will by this 
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renormalization become a type II approximant. There is however a slight flaw 
for the numerator degrees. In precise terms we have 
{NM-1ER[V,U,W]f:3QEC”“x” s t MQ is Cl canonical with degree U} 
where (V’, U, W> satisfies (2.5) and V’ > V. 
Proof. (i): Under th e conditions (5.1) and (5.2), it follows from Lemma 
2.1 that the solvability equality (2.5) becomes (2.4). On the other hand, note 
that we consider row degrees for N and M and row orders for j34 - N, and 
that these do not change when the matrices are multiplied on the right by 
M(O)-‘. Therefore conclusion (i) holds. 
(ii): For the same V, U, and W, the right hand side of (2.4) is larger than 
or equal to that of (2.5). Hence if (2.4) holds, then (2.5) holds for (V’, U, Wl 
with V’ > V. Therefore (ii) is true. n 
By inverting the order of the coefficients, we can also exchange the roles 
of the leading coefficients and the constant terms of the denominator. This 
may be a way of transforming a type I into a type II approximant. If we take 
for simplicity a uniform degree U = u E Z, for the denominator, then such a 
reversion is obtained with M(.z-‘)z”. If this transformation is applied to the 
approximant N( Z)M(z>-’ to give the approximant [ N(z-‘lz”][ M(z- ‘)z”]- ‘, 
then it becomes an approximant of the series ~(z-~)z”, which is not a power 
series any more. Thus we have to make a correction for this problem. This is 
possible if we make use of the fact that the approximant depends only on 
f(W)(z>, so that we may as well suppose that j’w’(z) = 0. If W E ZTxl 
denotes row orders, then we can make use of the transformation 
diag[z"l, . . . , zwp]f(zel). The next theorem uses these ideas and shows that 
in this way a type I approximant can be transformed into a type II 
approximant and vice versa. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let V, W E ZTxl and U = u E Z, be given such that the 
solvability equality (2.4) for type I approximants holds. (Note that in this case 
(2.4) is the same as (2.51, so that also the solvability equality for type 11 
approximants holds.) For the given f(z), define 
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gtj(z) = zl”~fy(z-‘), 
which means that the order of the coefjkients off ‘w’(z> is reversed. Suppose 
furthermore that there exists a type II solution for f(z), i.e., 
Then we have the following conversion possibilities between type I and type 
I1 MPAs: 
(i) Any type II MPA off, 
can be transformed into a type I approrimant for g. More precisely: if u>e 
define 
M,(Z) = I&(,_-‘)z” 
and 
N,(z) = g(-)M2(2-‘),u-diag[z”1,...,=“rl]~~(,--’)=”, 
then 
(ii) Any type 1 MPA for g, 
can be transformed into a type ZZ solution for f, i.e., if we set 
M2(z) = M*(;-‘)z” 
and 
N2(z) = f(W)(~)Ml(z-‘);u-dia~[=‘“I,...,-’”~,]N,(,--’),-“, 
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proof. (i): Since the problem R(V, U, W; f),, is independent of !;i’j”%), 
we may consider it as being zero and replace fij(z) by fi(juj’)(z). Let 
N2(.z)M,(z)-’ eR[V, U, W;fl,,. Then 
f(z)M2(z) - N,(z) =: R(z) E E$x;x,l* nH;;'t;. (5.3) 
Now set z = t- ‘, and multiply by diag[ t uI,. . , t”‘rJ] on the left and by tU on 
the right. Then we get 
g(t)M,(t-1)t”-diag[t”l,...,tlL.~~]N2(t-1)tu=Nl(t), (5.4) 
where 
N,(t) =diag[t”l,...,t”,l]R(t-‘)t” 
Let 
= g(t)M,(t-‘)t”-diag[t”l,...,t”r~]~~(:,(t-’)t”. (5.5) 
M,(t) = M,( t-‘)P. 
Then (5.4) can be written as 
g(t)M1(t)-N,(t)=diag[tW~,...,t”~~]N2(t-1)tU. (5.6) 
Since M,(z) is Cl canonical, it follows that M,(O) = I. From (5.3) and (5.6) 
we also find that 
and 
N,(t) E H;?y 
g(t)M,(t)-N,(t) EE&?&._,. 
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Finally we can note that because of (2.4) 
5 (wi+ui-ui-l)= $tq+p(u-l)- iDi 
i=l i=l i=l 
=mu+p(u-1) 
i.e., the solvability equality holds for the problem R(U - 1, U, W + U-V - 
1; g),. Hence 
(ii) can be proved by a similar approach. n 
Now we turn our interest to finding some relations between the type I 
and type II definitions of MPAs given in this paper and the minimal Pad6 
approximants in the matrix case (MmPA). The MmPA problem has been 
studied extensively in [7]. The (minimal) degrees for the denominator columns 
(and rows) of the solutions are known to be so-called Kronecker indices. The 
row degrees of the corresponding numerator are related to dual Kronecker 
indices. These numbers are very common in the system literature, but since 
they are probably less popular in the Pad6 literature [15, I, 171, it is 
worthwhile to repeat their definition here. 
DEFINITION 5.1 (Kronecker indices). Given a sequence u = 
{ a,, a i, . . . , aJ of elements from C ~xm Consider for j = 0, I,. . , p the matri- . 
ces 
The dual Kronecker indices of the sequence a are defined for i = 1,. . , p by 
iii = 
min{ j : row jp + i is linearly dependent on the previous rows of A(j)} , 
p + 1 if there is no linear dependency for any j. 
The m Kronecker indices are similarly defined, expressing linear dependen- 
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ties for the columns of the matrices 
a0 a1 
I: t 
. . aj 
p = a1 a2 
. . . 
aj+l 
‘p-j Up-j+1 ! 1. ..’ a, 
The Kronecker and dual Kronecker indices for the empty sequence are 
supposed to be zero. 
What then can one expect for a theorem? In accordance with the 
definition of MmPA and the minimality property of the Kronecker indices, 
we may hope to prove that a MmPA is a MPA if we choose for denominator 
column (and row) degrees the Kronecker indices, the order to be uniform, 
and the row degrees of the numerator as prescribed by the definition of 
MmPA. The only thing that needs to be checked then is that det M(O) f 0 for 
the type I approximants and the solvability equality (2.5) for the type II 
approximants. This is formulated in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. LRt the power series f(z) = X,~=,c,zk E Cpx”‘[[zl] be 
given, us well as the integers w E Z + and 6E[--a,~]. Let U=(ui)rIIE 
Z rrrx’ and ti=(Gi)r=I EZPX’ be the Kronecker and dual Kronecker indices 
respectively associated with the sequence {c,, c,,,_ 1,. . . , c_~+ 1}. Finally sup- 
pose that NM-’ denotes a solution of the MmPA problem for the given w and 
6. Then the following is true: 
6) If 
V=w-fi and W=w, (5.7) 
then the solvability equality (2.4) holds for V, U, and W. Moreover NM-’ is a 
type 1 MPA, i.e., 
provided M(0) is nonsingular. 
(ii) For any V, W E Zcx’ such that 
suppose that the solvability equality (2.5) holds for V, U, W. In that case the 
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MmPA solution NM- ’ will be a type I1 MPA, i.e., 
NM-’ E~[V&W;~I,,. 
Proof. (i): It is a very well-known property that the sum of the 
Kronecker indices is equal to the sum of the dual Kronecker indices. Thus 
i=l i=l 
This equality implies that 
&+ &hi=pw- f:2ii+ &Q=po, 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
i.e., (2.4) holds. It follows from [7] that the degree of the ith row of N is less 
than or equal to o - fii = vi. Thus (N, M)E Hex”’ XH;“X”“, and comonic 
renormalization by a multiplication on the right by M(O)-’ will not disturb 
this degree structure. Hence (i) is valid. 
(ii): We have mentioned before that, for the same V and U, the right hand 
side of the type I solvability equality (2.4) is not less than the right hand side 
of the type II solvability equality (2.5). From (i) we know that, for V and W 
satisfying (5.7) the equality (2.4) holds for V, U, and W. Therefore in order 
to make (2.5) true, we take V and W as in (5.8). This is always possible. 
Because M is Cl canonical, it trivially follows that NM-’ E “[V, U, W;f],, . 
Because the type II MPAs and the solutions of the MmPA problem both 
have a canonical normalization, one can expect these two problems to be 
much more closely related than as given in the previous theorem. The 
difficulty is that the solvability equality (2.5) has to be satisfied, since this is 
part of the definition of type II MPAs, while such a condition does not 
appear in the MmPA problem. On the other hand, the MmPA problem 
always has a solution, while the type II MPA problem, for certain V, U, and 
W, may not have a solution. Thus in order to get an equivalence between the 
two problems, we have to set up certain V, U, W which correspond to 
Kronecker indices and at the same time satisfy (2.5). The existence of the 
type II approximants is guaranteed by requiring the normality of f. In the 
next theorem we shall show that the MmPA and type II MPA problems are 
equivalent under this normality condition on the function. 
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In what follows [a] will denote the largest integer not exceeding a, and 
[a 1 the smallest integer larger than or equal to a. 
We start with the definition of a normal power series. 
DEFINITION 5.2 (Normal). Let f(z) = CF=, ckzk be given. 
f(z) is normd if all the matrices Hr are nonsingular for any 
integer w E Z, and k > 0 satisfying 
We say that 
nonnegative 
where Hr is a k X k principal minor of the block Hankel matrix with entries 
c,,c,_i,c,_2,..., i.e., Hr is the matrix defined by 
with 
. . . 
CCL-y,+1 c,-ql(P, s) 
. . . 
c,-q-y2+2 Cw--q,-y2+l(P’~> ’ 
. . . c,-,,-,,,,l(W C,-ql-&‘4 
! 
k = q,m + s, s-Cm, 
k = q,p + t, t < p> 
and c,(i,j) denotes a matrix formed from the first i rows and the first j 
columns of cl. 
Note that in the scalar case for p = m = 1 the above definition reduces to 
the classical notion of normality. It is a normality of the complete Pad6 table. 
For the next theorem it was sufficient to have a local normality which 
depends on w and 6. This would however complicate the notation and 
formulation considerably, and we chose not to do so. 
We know from [7], and we used this in the previous theorem, that the 
degrees of numerator and denominator of a MmPA with parameters (w, 6) 
are related to the Kronecker and dual Kronecker indices of the sequence 
c,,c,-i,...?c-~+r. To find these indices, one has to check ranks of matrices 
like Hr, and since these are all nonsingular, these indices can be found 
easily. It is basically a matter of counting the blocks, which is done by the 
parameters p and fi in the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.4. For the given (w,S) as in the MmPA problem, i.e., w a 
nonnegative integer and 6 an integer from [ - w, WI, let 
A=max{O,-6+1), 
L p(w-h+l)-m tL= 1 p+m ’ 
$= 
I 
m(w-h+l)-p 
J p+m ’ 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
s=max{O,p(w-A+l)-(j.L+l)(p+m)}, 
and 
Assume f (z) is normal. Then the MmPA problem is equivalent to the problem 
R(V, U, WI-f,, where 
VEZp,xl, u E zy, and WEZ, 
are defined by 
vi = w - iii, i=1,2 ,..., p, 
( p+2, i=1,2 ,..., s, ui = /J+1, i=s+l,...,m, 
c,= &+2, 
’ t 
i=1,2 ,..., t, 
fii+l, i=t+l,...,p, 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
and 
w= w. 
Proof. If the definitions of ui and iii are to make sense, we must first 
show that s < m and t < p. Since it follows from (5.9) that there exists an 
integer r such that 
p(w-A+l)-m=p(p+m)+r, r<p+m, 
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we also may write 
p(w-h+l)-(p+l)(p+m)=r-p<m. 
Hence s < m. Similarly, t < p can be shown. 
It is easy to see that under the normality condition on f, (ui>~=, and 
(ii i)rz 1 defined as in (5.11) and (5.12) are Kronecker indices and dual 
Kronecker indices of the sequence cw, . . . , c _6 + 1. Hence, it follows as in the 
proof of Theorem 5.3 that the solvability equality (2.4) holds for V, U, and W 
as defined above. It follows then from Lemma 2.1 that (2.5) also holds. 
Therefore the solution of the MmPA problem is also a type II MPA for these 
V, U, W, i.e., it also belongs to a[ V, U, W; fin. 
On the other hand, by reordering the rows and columns, the matrix RHf, 
of (3.19), which is the coefficient matrix of the linear system of equations 
determining the denominator of the type II MPAs ‘[V, U, W;f]ii, can be 
transformed into Hr, where k = X7= 1 ui. Hence, under the assumption of 
normality, the solution of the type II MPA problem R(V, U, W;f),, always 
exists uniquely. Consequently “[V, U, W] {, is also the (unique) solution of 
problem MmPA. 
This completes the proof of the equivalence. n 
Note that the normality condition is rather restrictive. It was already for 
the scalar case. and it is even more so for the matrix case. 
6. PROPERTIES OF MPA’S 
For the scalar case one can find in most textbooks some invariance 
properties under certain linear fractional transforms. For the square matrix 
case with uniform degrees and orders, such properties can also be found in 
Vol. 2 of [2] (e.g., Property 6.2 below). In this section we derive some of 
these properties of MPAs in the general case. Since only right approximants 
appear in this section, we shall drop the superscript R from the notation. The 
subscripts I, II will continue to be used. Note that in the properties to follow 
we have to be very careful, not only to see that the solvability equalities hold, 
but also to preserve the degree structure or at least check how it changes 
under the transformations. That is why the properties are only proved for 
certain degree/order structures and not for the most general case. The first 
two properties are very simple to prove and are only mentioned for com- 
pleteness without including the proof. 
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PROPERTY 6.1. Let A E C IJ x1’ be nonsingular. If V, W E Z y “’ and U E 
Z Txm, then 
[V,U,W;Af],,,,=A[V,U,W;f],,,,. 
PROPEHTY 6.2. L& A E Cf’xl’ and B E C’nX”’ be nonsingular. lf V, U, 
and W are all in Z +, then 
[VW; AfB11,n = A[VJ,W;f ]r,,,B. 
In the following property we consider a linear fractional transformation of 
the variable z for MPAs of type I with column degrees and orders. 
PR0PER’l-Y 6.3. Consider the fractional transform of the variable y 
“Y 
5=- 
l-tPY' 
af0, 
and set g(y) = f(s). Th en, tf the column degrees of numerator and denomina- 
tor are equal, i.e., V = U E Zyx”‘, and the column order is denoted by 
W E Z y “‘, the following equality holds for the type I MPAs: 
bvLw;gl,(y) = [KKWf II(Z). (6.1) 
Proof. Let N(z)M(z)-‘E[V,U,W; f], be a type I MPA off. Then by 
definition the following two relations hold: 
Multiplying the first equality on the right by D(U) = diag[(I + fiy)“‘, . . , 
(1 + py)“~~], we have 
dYMY)- P(Y) = o(Yw+‘L 
q(O) = 1, 
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where 
D(U), D(U). 
Hence 
P(YMY)-l =N(z)M(z)_‘E[V,U,W;gl, 
is a type I MPA for g. Thus we have the inclusion 
Similarly, we can prove the converse inclusion 
so that the equality (6.1) holds. n 
The following property says that if a polynomial of a sufficiently low 
degree is added to f, then the type I or II MPA also gets this polynomial 
added. This property holds for the most general degree and order situation. 
PROPERTY 6.4. Let V,W, E E ZTxm and U E ZTJx”. lf 
max {eik + ukj) < nuij, i=l ,,.., p, j=l,..., m, (6.2) 
l<k<m 
then fn- any polynomial matrix B(z) E HpEX”‘, we have 
[V,U,W;f],.,,+ B(z) = [V,U,W;f+ B],,,,. (6.3) 
Proof. Since the subscript I, II is irrelevant in the proof, we shall drop it 
from the notation. Let N(z)M(z)-’ E [V, U, W; f] be some MPA for f. Then 
the order of approximation is given by W, i.e., 
f(z)M(z) - N(z) E E&P. 
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Hence also 
[f(z)+B(z)]M(z)-[N(z)+B(z)M(s)] EEL?" 
The condition (6.2) on the degree E of B(z) expresses that N(z)+ B(z)M(z) 
E ,;x*,’ is a polynomial matrix of degree at most V. Therefore 
is a MPA for f + B. In other words, we have proved the inclusion 
The opposite direction can be proved similarly. W 
The next property shows how MPAs for successive parts of the expansion 
of f can be combined to give a MPA for the composed series. A property like 
this forms the basis of the divide and conquer strategy for the fast algorithm 
as proposed in [4] for the scalar case. Recall also the notation f’“‘(z) 
introduced at the beginning of Section 4 to indicate a truncated series, and 
J““‘(z) = f(z) - f’“‘(z) for th e remainder. The property will be proved for 
numerator row degrees, a uniform degree for the denominator, and row 
orders. 
PROPEnn 6.5. Let v,w E z, Pxl be numerator row degrees and row 
orders, and let U > 0 be a positive integer. Furthermore, suppose the 
solzjability equality (2.4) or (2.5) holds. Let fl= (iii> E ZP,” be defined by 
iii = 
i 
vi-u+l, Ui>U, 
0, vi < u. 
Now we split f(z) as 
f(z) = f”‘-“(z)+diag(z”‘,...,z”rl)g(z), 
where 
g(z) =diag(z-‘l,...,z 3) [f(Z)- f’“-‘)(z)] 
=diag(2-~l,...,Z-S,,)~(Li-1)(Z). 
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Then the MPAs for f and the MPAs for g are related by 
wJLwfl,,‘, =f(Zi-l)(~)+diag(z’l ,...) ZfiiJ) [v-I3,U,W-ti;g],,,,. 
Proof. As in the previous proof, we omit the subscript for notational 
simplification. It is obvious that the solvability equality holds for the problem 
(V - 0, U, W - 8; g). The equality of the two sets will be proved by showing 
the inclusion in both directions. To show that the right hand side is a subset 
of the left hand side, take an arbitrary MPA N,(.z)M,(z)-’ E [V - fi, U, W - 
0; g]. Since it satisfies 
g(z)M,(z) - N,(z) E E$?YnG, 
we get the order relation 
diag(z’l,..., z’,J) [g(z) M,( z) - N,(z)] E E&?. 
Therefore, using the definition of g(z) gives 
f(z)M,(z) - [ f(“-‘)(z)M,(z) +diag(z”l,...,z’rj) N,(z)] E EL”“. 
By the definition of 6, we get an upper bound V for the row degrees of the 
following polynomial matrix: 
Therefore, because the orders and the degrees are as they should be, we 
have proved the inclusion 
f(“-‘)(z)+diag(zg’,..., Zi’lJ) [v-ti,U,W-O;g] c[v,v,w;fl. 
This ends the proof for the inclusion in one direction. 
For the converse inclusion of the above relation, assume now that we 
have a MPA for f: N(z)M(z)-’ E[V,U, W; f]. As in the first part, we check 
the order of the approximant first. Since 
f(z)M(z) - N(z) E Efy?, 
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also 
Then scaling with diag(-‘1,. . , z -“rj) from the left will bring in the g(z) 
and the numerator: 
diag(z-“‘,...,C’rj ) {[j(z) -f’“-“(Z)]M(Z) 
i.e., 
g(z)M(~)-diag(z-“l,...,z -3~) [N(z) - f’“-“(+%4(z)] E E:;r_“;i 
Note that 
hqz) - f”‘- ‘) (z) M( z) E EC:';' n H;x”‘, 
so that resealing with diag(z-“I,. . . , z-’ I,> turns this into a polynomial matrix 
of degree at most V- 0, i.e., 
Thus we have proved that 
{diag(z-“l,...,.z -~l’)[N(=)-f(ii-1)(3)M(Z)]}M(Z)-l 
E[V-O,U,W-ti;g]. 
Hence we get the other inclusion: 
[V,U,W;f]cfci’-‘)(z)+diag(Z”l,...,ZLjl))[V-Ij,U,W-e;g]. 
So the proof is completed. n 
If we are interested in a “block structure” for a MPA table, whatever that 
may be, we should be able to answer the question: Given some MPA off for 
certain V, U, W, is it also a MPA of f for other values of V, U, W? In fact we 
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should ask this question for the complete sets [V, U, W; f]i,rr. To this we do 
not have an answer. We can try to solve a simpler problem. From the 
discussions of Sections 2-3, we remember that the problem (V, U, W; f),,,, 
can be decoupled columnwise into m subproblems, i.e., each column of N(z) 
and M(z) can be determined independently. Now we denote the subproblem 
for the jth column by <vj,Ui,Wj;f>f,,,, 
by [Vj, Uj,Wj;f I{,,,> 
and the set of its solutions (Nj, Mj) 
where Vj, Uj, and Wj are the j th columns of V, U, and 
W respectively. Note however that here the solution set is a collection of 
column polynomial pairs rather than a collection of rational functions. The 
following property formulates a simple observation which tells us for type I 
problems, when we have such a pair of numerator-denominator columns for a 
certain V, U, W, to what other V’, U’, W’ it will be a solution too. 
PROPERTY 6.6. Let V, W E Zrx’ and U E Zyxl be such that 
Let (N(z), M(z)) be a pair of vectors which solves (V, U, W; f >{, i.e., 
(N(Z), M(z)) E [V, U, W; f If. Let V* and U* be the degree uectors of N(z) 
and M(z) respectively, which are of course bounded by V and U. Further- 
more, let W* be the highest order of the vector j34 - N. Then for any 
V’,W’E zrX’ and U’ E Z T x ’ satisfying the relations 
V’aV*, U’> u*, 
wt<w*, V’<w’, 
and 
tw;= ev;+,glu:, 
i=l i=l 
we have 
( N(z),M(z)) E [vw,wfl~. 
The proof of this property is simple, and we shall omit it here. 
This property implies that there is something like a block property of the 
MPA table, but here, in the matrix case, it is not easy to characterize the 
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structure of the blocks because: 
(1) The MPA table is multidimensional. 
(2) The set [V, U, W; j-1:’ may have many elements (see Section 8). For 
the different elements in this set, the degrees V*, U* and the orders W* may 
be different. So the block may have many “levels.” 
We should however mention that for the vector case something can be 
done (see 111-J). 
We close this section with one final property for these numerator- 
denominator column pairs. It says that if there exists a linear dependency 
modulo zCm= between the rows of f(z), where emaX is the maximal degree of 
a denominator column, then the corresponding numerator column will be 
zero. 
PROPERTY 6.7. kt V,W E z, pxl and U l ZTX1 satisfy 
&= iq+ gui. 
i=l i=l i=l 
Let (~(z),~(z))~[V,u,W;fl:' and 
IIVII = max tii < min wi. 
I<iGp I<igp 
i’ffor sow A E C 1 ‘P it happens that 
Af E E;,;;“, (6.4) 
then AN = 0. 
The proof of the property is simple and omitted. 
7. THE DUALITY OF MPA 
In the case of Pad& approximants in a noncommutative algebra-e.g., the 
square matrix case (p = m) with uniform degrees and orders (case D&--the 
equality of left and right approximants is relatively easy to prove. If we think 
of the vector case (m = l), then only right approximants are relevant, since 
they give a scalar denominator. The corresponding left approximants require 
a p x p denominator and are therefore of much less interest. This vector case 
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however illustrates that in the general rectangular matrix case this unique- 
ness issue is certainly not a trivial matter. This section is devoted to the 
duality between left and right approximants. Duality means basically that if 
of both solutions dual problems exist, then they will be equal. In the next 
section we shall give results on uniqueness if we assume only the existence 
of the left or the right approximant. 
The duality considered in this section has to be understood in the 
following sense: To a given right MPA problem, we want to associate a left 
MPA problem which has the same solutions as the right one. The left 
problem will be called the dual problem of the right one and vice versa. The 
precise definition is given below. 
DEFINITION 7.1 (Dual type I problems). Consider the right MPA prob- 
lem of type I: ‘(V,U,W;f)i, and the left problem L(B, 0, WI; f),. If for any 
(N, M) E Hexfn XHzXm and (ti, k) E Hex”’ XHcXr’ satisfying 
f(z)M(x)-N(z) EE$-" (7.1) 
and 
ti( z)f( z) - ti( z) E E;;“’ (7.2) 
one has 
rqz)M(z) = ti(z)N(z), (7.3) 
then we say that these first type left and right problems (and their solution 
sets) are each other’s dual. 
The type II duality is a bit more complicated. It goes as follows: 
DEFINITION 7.2 (Dual type II problems). Consider the right and left 
type II problems ‘(V, U, W;f)iI and “(V, 0, W;f),,. Define U’= (uij) E 
Z TX” and 7l?‘= (15;) E ZTx” by 
24; = min(u,,uj}, iiij = min{ fij,Gj}. 
If for any (N, M) E Hex’, X HFfxrn and (fi, G) E Hsxrn X H&.X” satisfying 
f(z)M(z) - N(x) E EL? 
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and 
ti( z)f( z) - N(z) E Egx”’ 
one has 
N(z)M(z) = hj(z)N(s), 
then we say that these second type left and right problems (and their solution 
sets) are dual. 
Similarly, we can also define mixed duality, i.e., when the left and right 
problems are of different type. We shall only give a short comment on this in 
the last corollary of this section. 
First we shall consider the duality of the type I MPAs, i.e., the duality of 
Definition 7.1. The study of this problem will need the results of the 
following long and technical lemma, which we shall prove first. It gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the degrees of the entries of the 
members of (7.3) to be less than the smallest order involved in (7.1) and 
(7.2). 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose V, W E ZTx”‘, U E ZTx”‘, and also v, 6’ E ZTXn’ 
and d E ZT”“. Then, under the conditions (compare with the solvability 
equality (2.4)) 
j = 1,2 ,...,m, (7.4) 
and 
i = 1,2 >...,p> (7.5) 
wehave, fmi=l,..., pandj=l,..., m, 
(7.6) 
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if and only if 
1. wij = cst = wfor any (i,j) and (s,t), 
2. uij=ui, ,..., j=l,Z m, 
3. vij oi. = j = 1,2 ,..., m, 
4. ziij = iij, i = 1,2 ,..., p, 
5. Cij=iTj, i=1,2 ,..., p, 
6. ui+Ci=w, i=1,2 ,..., m, 
7. vi+G,=w,i=1,2 ,..., p. 
Proof. The proof of sufficiency is simple. We only prove the necessity 
part. 
(a) Suppose for some fixed (i, j) it holds that 
(7.7) 
Then (7.6) is equivalent to the following two inequalities: 
(7.9) 
We can even decompose this further into the componentwise inequalities 
‘ik + ukj d 1 F;; p {wkj) t k = 1,2 ,..., m, 
. . 
cik + vkj < 1 F;; p (wkj} > k=1,2 ,..., p. 
. . 
Summing these with respect to k gives 
E (~ik+ul;i)4m,~~~p{wkj~~ 
k=l 
P 
C (cik + vkj g P ) min (wkj). 
k=l 1=sk<p 
(7.10) 
Using in the sum of (7.4) and (7.5) the last inequality to bound the right hand 
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side, we get 
= E (tiik+Ukj)+pI~~r:r(Wkj). 
k=l . . 
With the other inequality (7.IO), we can bound this further as 
-ill: cik+ i wkj<(m+p)ly;~p(wkj}. 
k=l k=l . . 
Therefore we have from (7.7) that 
. . 
wkj=l~~~I,{wkj)=W> k=1,2 ,..., p. 
. . 
(b) If for fixed (i,j) the opposite of (7.7) holds, 
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(7.11) 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
then we can repeat the previous train of deductions with min, G k G ,jwkj} 
replaced by min 1 ~ k c ,n(ii)ik} to find the analogue of (7.12): 
5 6jik+ i Wkj~(m+p)l<mki:l,n{~ik). 
k=l k=l . . 
This contradicts (7.15). Thus (7.7) is true for all (i, j). This in turn implies 
that (7.13) and (7.14) are valid for all (i, j). This proves that relation 1 of the 
lemma holds. 
It follows from (7.8) that 
6ik f ukj < w V(i,j,k), 
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mw < 5 (Cik + ukj). 
k=l 
Hence 
These relations imply relations 2, 5, and 6 of the lemma. 
Summing (7.4) and (7.5) and then using (7.16), we get 
(p+m)w=mw+ 5 (okj+fiik) 
k=l 
and thus 
i (Vkj + iiik) = pw v(i,_i>. 
k=l 
It follows from (7.6) that 
(7.16) 
(7.17) 
(7.18) 
BY (7.17) one then may conclude that 
Vkj + iiik = w Wi,j,k). 
Relations 3,4, and 7 follow from these equalities. n 
We are now ready to state the following duality property for type I 
MPAs. 
THEOREM 7.2. Assume V, W E Zyx”‘, U E Zyx”‘, G, e E ZFx”‘, and 
ti E ZTx”. of relations 1-7 of Lemma 7.1 hold, then the right MPA problem 
R(V, V, W; f II and the left MPA problem L(v, C?, *; f 1, are dual problems in 
the sense of Definition 7.1. 
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Proof. Assume (N,M)EH~~‘~XH;“~“’ and (~,~)EH$~“‘XH~~” 
satisfy 
and 
~(~)M(z)-N(~)=R(~)EE~~“’ (7.19) 
ti(z)j(z) - ti(z) = E(z) E E$?‘. (7.20) 
Multiplying (7.19) on the left by A&) and (7.20) on the right by M(z), and 
then subtracting, we get 
$(+4(x) - @(z)N(z) = hi(z)@) - R(z)M(z). (7.21) 
The degree of the (i, j)th element of the left hand side polynomial of the 
above equality is less than or equal to 
max max {Cik + Ukj), max @ik + Okj) 
1 =s k < 11, l<kdp 
and the order of the (i, j)th element on the right hand side is greater than or 
equal to 
It follows from Lemma 7.1 that if relations 1-7 hold, 
iqz)M(;) - ATi( = 0. 
Thus the theorem is proved. n 
Now we consider the duality of the second type MPAs. 
Assume we have type II problems R(V, U, W;f)n and “(V, d, W;f),,. 
Recall that for type II problems U = (vi) E Zyx’ and I?=(Gj) E Zy”. For 
any (N, $f) E Hex”’ x H$x”’ and (#, M) E H$,“’ X HEXp (recall the defini- 
tion of U’ and 0 from Definition 7.2) satisfying 
and 
ti( z)f( z) - ti( .z) = R(z) E Egx”‘, 
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qz)M(z) = M(z)iv(z), 
to be true. Similar to (7.21), we have 
Afi(z)M(z)B-ti(z)N(z)B=ti(z)R(z)B-AEi(z)M(z)B, 
where A E CPxp and B E C’nXn’. In order to make the right hand side of 
above equality zero, it is sufficient to have 
where 
ok = maxvki and 6, = maxBik . 
I I 
Since the maximum of all elements on the left hand side is less than w, each 
of these elements is less than w, i.e., 
max I?,~+U~<W, j = 1,2 >.‘.a m, 
l<k<p 
fii + max vik < w, i=1,2 )..., p. 
l<k<m 
Summing the following two solvability equalities for type II problems 
[compare with (2.5)]: 
E 6ik= EC,,+ c iii+ c ii,+ c 1, i=l,27...,?3, 
and 
5 wki= kvlj+ C uj+ C ui+ C 1, j=l,%...,m, 
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we get 
+kClvkj+ C uj+ c ui+ c 1 
u,>u, u, s u, U#‘U, 
l<i<m 1 < i Q fn l<i<j 
k=l k=l k=l k=l 
G(p+m)w. 
On the other hand, 
2 tijik+ kclwkj>(p+m)w. 
k=l 
Therefore all the inequalities in the estimation above must be equalities. This 
leads to 
a. wij = cSt = w for any (i, j> and (s, t); 
b. uij = ui, j = 1,2,. . . , m, and the condition (2.7) in Lemma 2.1 is 
satisfied; 
c. uij = vi, j = 1,2,. . , m; 
d. Cij=tj, i=1,2 ,..., p, and the condition (2.7) in Lemma 2.1 is 
satisfied when U is replaced by 0; 
e. 6,, = Cj, i = 1,2,. . . , p; 
f. ui+Cj=w, i=1,2 ,..., m; 
g. vi+iii=w,i=1,2 ,..., p. 
Therefore we have proved the following result. 
THEOREM 7.3. lit V,W E ZTx”‘, U E Zkx”‘, and v,@ E Zrx”‘, 8 E 
Zrxl. If relations a-g hold, then the type II problems R(V, U, W; f )I1 and 
"<ww;f>,, are dual to each other. 
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From the deductions of Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 7.3, we can get a mixed 
duality as in the following corollary. 
COHOLLARY 7.4. kt V,W E Zp+Xn’, U E Zyx”‘, and v,% E ZI;““, fl E 
Z 1’ x 1’ + . 
(i) If relation b b . a ote is replaced by relation 2 in Theorem 7.2, then the 
problems R(V, U, W; f )I and “(C, 3, I@; f ),, are dual. 
(ii) If relation d above is replaced by relation 4 in Theorem 7.2, then the 
problems R(V, U, W; f I,, and L(V, 0, W’; f )I are dual. 
8. UNIQUENESS OF MPA 
We know from (7.3) that if a right MPA problem R(V,U, W;f>, and its 
dual left problem have solutions, then both solutions are unique. This is the 
implication (ii) =j (i) of Theorem 8.4. This section will mainly answer a 
question like: If a left or a right solution exists, but not necessarily both, what 
conclusions can we draw about the uniqueness? 
We begin this section with the discussion of the uniqueness of the 
solution of the type I problem R(V, U, W; f 1,. The type II problem will be 
considered later. The left MPA problem can be discussed in a parallel 
manner, so we do not treat it here. It turns out that the uniqueness problem 
can be solved only in the case where R(V, U, W; f), has a dual problem that 
may or may not have a solution. As we already know, if the dual problem has 
a solution, the MPA is unique. We shall prove in Theorem 8.4 that this is also 
a necessary condition. Moreover we shall prove that it is also necessary and 
sufficient that a solution of the dual problem exists in a weaker sense, 
namely, that the set LR(V, u, W’; f > of (8.1) has an element with det G # 0. 
Finally, a necessary and sufficient condition will also be given which does 
not use the dual problem. It will be expressed in terms of the dimension of a 
residual space. 
If we have a dual problem, then it follows from Lemma 7.1 that we 
should consider row degrees and a uniform order. Therefore we let V E Z$” ‘, 
U=(U~)~&EZ~~‘, and W=U;EZ+, and we assume that the relation (2.4) 
holds. We set further 
v=(W-U)T, C?=(W-V)‘, and W=W. 
Instead of the strict MPA problems, we shall work in this section with some 
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weaker problems whose solutions are given by the sets 
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‘R(~,~,~;~)={(~,~)EH- ;X’n xHEX” \ (0} : hi--- ff E E$jxx,“}, (8.1) 
RR(V,U,W;f)={(N,M)~H;X’“XH;;‘X”L\(0}:j&N~Et;X”’}. 
(8.2) 
. 
The first set is related to a dual problem of the second one. Furthermore, 
suppose that there exists a right type I MPA f* E R[V, U, W; f], ~0. Then 
we shall consider the following residual space associated with this f*: 
R*=RR*(V,GT,W;f)={f*M-N:M(O)=Z,(N,M)~RR(V,U,W;f)}. 
(8.3) 
Before we come to the characterizations of uniqueness given in Theorem 
8.4, we need some preparatory work to find the dimension of the space (8.3). 
Recall the definition of the matrices ‘Hi of (3.10). The next lemma gives an 
explicit form for the elements of the set R* defined in (8.3). 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose the right MPA f * E R[ V, U, W; f 1, has the formal 
expansionf*(,z) = Cy=, c,*z’. Let R* be the set related to this f * as in (8.3). 
Then any R E R* can be expressed as 
R(z) =z”j+’ 5 Ykzk, (8.4) 
k=O 
where 
The matrices G, are gioen by 
(8.5) 
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and the pi fori=l,&...,marevectorsofdimension [u~=C~=~U~ thatare 
all solutions of 
RH,& = 0, i=l ,...,m, (8.6) 
with the matrix RH, defined by (3.10). 
Proof. By definition, the residual R E R* can be written as 
R(.z)=f*(z)M(z)-N(z) 
for some N and M. Suppose f * is given by f * = N*M*-‘. Then we define 
AM and AN by 
AM=M-M*= 
and 
AN=N-N*. 
Because f *M* - N* = 0, it follows that 
R(z) = f*(z) AM(z) - AN(z). 
If we define the p-vectors with the coefficients of the matrix AM as follows: 
pi = [@if), . ..) py; pg, . . , pw. 2* )... ;p;;; )...) p$qT. 
then we have indeed that they satisfy 
RHIPi = 0, i=l ,...,m, 
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(8.6). Since CT = ci for i = 0, 1,. . , , w, it follows that 
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AM-AN 
=.Z IL’+’ 2 G&4,...,P,,]zk 
k=o 
k = o 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
At this point we should note that 
n 
The ith row of Go is just LBi as defined in (3.12), i.e., the right hand side of 
the defining equations of the ith row of the left MPA. This fact will be used 
in the proof of Theorem 8.4. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let us denote the null space of a matrix A E CPxs by N(A), 
z.e., 
N(A)={~EC’:AX=O). 
Suppose we have a matrix A E Cpxs and a matrix B E Cqxa. We shall then 
denote the range of B when restricted to the null space of A by 
range(B,A)={yECY:y=Bx,aEN(A)}. 
Then the dimension of this restricted null space is given by 
- rank A. 
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The proof of this lemma can be found in [20]. 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 8.3. Let the row degrees V, U and the uniform order W be as 
at the beginning of this section. Assume that the right type I MPA f * has the 
expansion f *(z) = CT=,, cczk. Then the set R* as defined in (8.3) is a linear 
space whose dimension is given by 
dimR*=m e (rankHk+, -rankHk), 
k = 0 
where for E = W - V E Zyx’, the matrices Hk are defined by 
Proof. 
(1) When we compare the definition of H, and the definition of the 
matrix RH, in (3.10) we realize that they are the same: 
H, =RH,. 
With the result of Lemma 8.1 we can describe the set R* as 
5 GkBzk:B~C’u’x”‘,H,B=O , (8.9) 
k=O 
where JuI = IZyYlui. Therefore R* is a linear space. 
(2) Consider the space 
Sk = {Y = GkB: B E C’“‘XnL, H,B = 0), 
suppose 
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is the basis for this space S, (ik may be zero), and associate with this basis 
the matrices 
Bk,‘,Bk,Z )...) B,,iLE{BEC’U’x”‘:HkB=O} 
such that 
Yk,j = GkBk,j, j=1,2 ,..., i,. 
Then we shall prove that for any R E R* which can be written as 
k=O k = 0 
there exist constants aii such that 
Yk = G, 5 i CY,~B~~~. 
1=0 j=l 
In fact, we can prove by induction that there exist aij such that 
Yk =G, ; i aljBlj. 
l=O j=l 
For k = 0, since Yoj is a base of S,, there exist qjj such that 
i0 i0 
Y, = c aojYoj = G, c aojBoj. 
j=l j=l 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
Suppose aij have been determined for i = 0, 1, . . , k - 1. Note here that the 
rows of Hk are the rows of Hk_ 1 extended with the rows of G,_ 1 for any 
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k = 1,2,.... This implies 
k-l 4 k-l il 
Yk=Yk-Ck C C a,j’,j+Gk C C “Ij’,j 
l=O j=l 1=0 j=l 
k-l 4 k-l it 
B - C C ‘YljBlj + Gk C C “ljB,j 
I=Oj=l I=Oj=l 
and 
k-l il 
G, B- c c qjBlj = yt -yt =o> 
i l=O j=l I 
t=o,l,...,k -1, 
~0 that Hk( B - CfI,’ Cy= 1 a,jBlj) = 0, i.e., 
G, B - c c aUBlj l 
k-l i/ 
1=0 j=l 
Thus there exist akj such that 
I k-i if \ ik 4 
G, B- c c qjBlj = c ‘fkjYkj=Gk c ‘YkjBkj. 
! 1=0 j=l J j=l j=l 
Hence (8.11) is proved. Since G, is formed by some rows of H,, if k’> k, 
we find that 
G,B=O if H,,B=O and k’>k. 
This fact and (8.11) imply (8.10). 
On the other hand, it is easy to show that 
Rlj( z) := zw+ l 5 GkBljZk E R”, Z=O,l,..., m, j=1,2 ,..., i,, 
k=o 
(8.12) 
are linearly independent elements from R *. It then follows from (8.10) that 
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{Rlj(z)) is a basis for the space R*. Therefore 
dimR*= 5 ’ k=Otk= 5 dimSk. 
k=O 
SO we need only consider the dimension of the space S,. 
Now we note that 
X~~=([x ,,..‘, x,“]EC”x”~:Xi~XCCd,i=l ,..., m) 
is a (m dim X)-dimensional linear subspace of Cr’x”’ provided X is a linear 
subspace of C”. Therefore, it follows from 
= {range(Gk,Hk)}“’ 
and Lemma 8.2 that 
dimSk =m(rankHk+, -rank&.). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 8.3. n 
Given the result about the dimension of R*, can we now draw a 
conclusion about the number of elements in “[V, U, W; f],? Let 
RP =span{Rlr,...,Rl,,), 
where Rlj are as defined in (8.12). Then 
Rj+mRj*=(O} for i#:j, 
and 
dim R;” =dimSI = m(rankNk+, -rankHk). 
Since GkRIj = 0 for k < 1, we can rewrite (8.12) as 
Rlj(z) :=zw+l 5 G,Bljzk. 
k=l 
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R,(z)=f*Mi-Nj=z”+’ i = 1,2, 
k=l 
be two different elements from R;“. Then by the linear independence of 
{G&i,. . . ,G,B,,,l, we have Y/l’ # k;(“‘. Hence it follows from 
N,M,‘-N,M,‘=(f*-N&l)-(f*-N,M;‘) 
= R,M,’ - R,M,’ 
=iw+‘[ ( ;lY~2’zk)M;1 - (f$‘f~~k)M;‘] 
that N,M[’ # N2M, ‘. This shows that different residuals in RI” will imply 
that also the corresponding MPAs are different. Furthermore it can be 
proved similarly that if i z j, the nonzero residuals in RT and RJ* also 
correspond to different MPAs. These conclusions give us some idea about 
how many MPAs there are, at least in “[V, U, W; f II. 
Now we are all set up to establish the uniqueness theorem for type I 
MPAs. 
THEOREM 8.4. Consider the row degrees V E Z “+” ’ and U E Z ‘;’ x ’ and 
the unayorm order W E Z +. Suppose that there exists a right type 1 MPA, i.e., 
R[ V, U, W, f 1, #0. Then the following statements are eyuivalent: 
(i) The right type 1 MPA ‘[V, U, W; f II is unique. 
(ii) There exists a solution of the dual problem, i.e., L[W - UT, 
W-VT,W;fl*#O. 
(iii) There exists an (N, fi> E LR(W - UT, W - VT, W; f > with det &!i # 0. 
(iv) For any (N, M) E~R(V, U, W; f ), 
“[V,U,W;f]rM-N=(O). (8.13) 
Proof. (i) * (ii): If the right approximant R[V, U, W; f 1, is unique, then 
the set R* = (0) and thus is a space of dimension 0. By Theorem 8.3, we then 
may conclude that 
rank Hi - rank H, = 0. 
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Since H, = RH, and H, is an extension of H, obtained by adding the rows of 
G, [see (8.7) and (8.8)], th e above relation implies that the existence 
conditions for the dual problem (3.14) hold for i = 1,2,. . , p. From this we 
conclude that the left MPA exists. 
(ii) * (iii): Suppose $k ‘N is a solution of the dual problem L[ W - UT, 
W - VT, W; f],. Then by the definition (8.1), (N, M) E~R(W - UT, 
W - VT, W; f ), and because by the normalization of type I MPAs we have 
a(O) = I, we certainly have det B f 0. 
(iii)*(k): Suppose (~,h;l)~~R(W-U?‘,W-v~,w;f) and detti#O. 
Then for any (N, M) E RR(V, U, W; f), we have by the duality that for any 
right approximant N*M*-’ E~[V,U,W;~],, 
= 0. 
Hence (8.13) holds. 
(iv) a(i): From (8.13) one has R* = (0). It then immediately follows that 
the right approximant R[ V, U, W; f 1, is unique. n 
We shall now consider the uniqueness problem for the type II MPAs. 
First we try to use the ideas of Theorem 5.2 to transform the previous result 
on type I approximants into type II results. This imposes, as in Theorem 5.2, 
certain restrictions on the degrees and orders. So we assume that V, W E ZT” 1 
and UEZ,. Furthermore suppose that solvability equality (2.5) holds. It 
follows then from Theorem 5.2 that we have the following relation between 
type I and type II MPAs: 
where g(z) = (gij>[;r’!, and gij(z) = z”~fi~~‘(z-‘>. 
The relation (8.14) implies’that there is a one to one map between the 
type II MPA ‘[V, U, W;f],, for f and the type I MPA “[U - 1, U, U + W - 
V- 1; g]r for g. Therefore the uniqueness problem of the type II approxi- 
mant RW, U, W; flI1 can be solved by considering the uniqueness problem of 
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the type I approximant n[U - 1, U, U + W - V - 1; g]t. In order to use Theo- 
rem 8.4 for the uniqueness of the latter, we should have 
u+w-v-lEZ+. 
i.e., wi - vi = c (a constant) for i = 1,2,. . ., p. This means by (2.5) that p 
should divide mu. With this extra condition, we can now derive from 
Theorem 8.4 and Theorem 5.2 the following uniqueness result for type II 
approximants. 
COROLLARY 8.5. Let V, W E Zyx’ and W - V, U E Z,. Let 
g(z) = c&j>;,;:,? with gij( z) = .z”~~fisi”~‘( z-l). 
Suppose there exists a type II approrimant fm f, i.e., R[V, U, W; f III f 0. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) The type I1 approximant R[V, U, W; f I,, for f is unique. 
(ii) The type Z approximant R[U - 1, U, U + W - V - 1; g], for g is unique. 
(iii) The dual type I approximant for g has a solution, i.e., L[W - V - 1, 
w-v,u+w-v-l]f#0. 
(iv) There exists a polynomial pair (fi, A@ E LR(W - V - 1, W - V, U + 
W-V - 1; g) of the weak dual problem fm g such that det d # 0. 
(v) For any polynomial pair (N,M)ERR(U-l,U,U+W-V-1;g) 
which solves the weaker problem fm g, it holds that 
Based on the duality principle of mixed type derived in the previous 
section (see Corollary 7.4), we have another uniqueness result. 
COROLLARY 8.6. Let V E ZTxl, W EZ,, and U EZRA’ satisfy the 
condition (2.7). If both type Z and type II approximants exist, i.e., 
RIV,U,W;f]I#O and RIV,U,W;f]II+O. 
then the uniqueness of the type 1 approximant “[V, U, W; f 1, implies the 
uniqueness of the type II approximant R[V, U, W; f I,,. 
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Proof. If the type I approximant ‘[V, U, W; f]i exists uniquely, then by 
Theorem 8.4 we know that there exists a solution ‘[W - UT, W - VT, W; f], 
to the dual problem. Since the latter type I problem L( W - UT, W - VT, W; f), 
is just the mixed dual of the type II problem ‘(V, U, W;f)ii, it follows that 
the type II approximant s[ V, U, W; f],, is unique. n 
The condition in this corollary is slightly more general than the condi- 
tions in Corollary 8.5, but here we only get a sufficient condition for the 
uniqueness. What conclusions can be drawn from the uniqueness of 
‘[V, U, W;f],, is a problem yet to be solved. However, if R(V, U, W; f>,, has 
a dual problem “(V, 6, W;f>,,, then we have the following results. 
THEOREM 8.7. Let V E ZTxl, W E Z,, U E Z’;Lxl, and let the conditions 
(3.22), (3.23) be satisfied. lf a right approximant “[V, U, W; f III of type II 
exists, then it is unique if and only if the dual problem has a solution 
LKW-U)T,(W-V)T,W;fl*,. 
Proof. Since only f is involved, we may drop it from the notation. From 
Theorem 7.3, we know that the problems R(V, U, WI,, and L((W - UjT, (W - 
VK WI,, are dual. Hence by the definition of duality, the uniqueness of 
Rw,U,Wl,, f 11 o ows from the existence of “[(W - UjT,(W -VjT, WI,,. It 
remains to prove the converse implication. Consider the matrix 
vJf,2) . . . ?,1:,,,$f,,,,) 
and recall the definition of RH,, = RH,,(V, U, W) in (3.24). First we show that 
the restricted range 
range(G,RH,,) = {O}. (8.15) 
Let N*M*-’ l R[V, U, W; f III b e some type II MPA. Then for any pair 
(N, M) for which NM-’ is in the same set we have 
R(z) := N*M*-‘M - N = N*M*-‘AM - AN, (8.16) 
where 
AM=M-M”. AN=N-N*. 
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Since M* and M are Cl canonical, we can write 
M*(Z) =diag[z”‘,...,a”~~~]~*(~-‘), G*(o) = 1, 
and similarly for M(z). Hence 
= E diu?-idiag[~-“l,...,~-U~~~], 
i=O 
and 
R(z) = N” 5 djz-‘[hi(z-‘)-ti*(z-‘)] - AN. 
i=O 
It follows from the uniqueness that R(z) = 0, and thus that 
AN= N* E diz-‘[ti(z-‘)-hi*@‘)I. 
i=O 
Comparing the leading coefficient (the highest degree is V) of both sides, we 
find that 
[ c?“l(fll) **. T;:iU,F(f‘i,,,)]X = 0 for sH,,X = 0, j=l ,..., m, 
and thus (8.15) holds. 
From (8.15) and Lemma 8.2, it follows that (we reintroduce the depen- 
dence on V, U, and W into the notation) 
rankaH,,( V, U, W) = rank 
G 
%,(V, U,W) 1 =ranksH,,(V-l,U,W). 
Therefore, by Corollary 3.5, the solution “[(W - U)r,(W - V>r, WI,, to the 
dual problem exists, and this proves the theorem. n 
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We should mention here that although the three results concerning the 
uniqueness of the second type MPA seem to be similar in form, each one 
treats a different case. So they do not overlap. 
9. CONCLUSION 
We have considered some possible definitions of matrix Pad6 approxi- 
mants for a power series with rectangular matrix coefficients. The problems 
that occur when we try to generalize the scalar Padk approximants to the 
matrix case are: 
(a) the noncommutativity of the matrix multiplication, 
(b) the many possibilities of fixing the degrees and the orders, 
(c) the many possibilities of normalization for the approximant. 
We had to consider left and right approximants on account of (al. In most 
cases only one of them need be treated, the other one being similar. The 
uniqueness problem and the duality of left and right problems as treated in 
Sections 7 and 8 did require a simultaneous treatment of both left and right 
approximants. Usually we only gave the results for the right approximant. It 
was illustrated in Section 3 how the existence conditions for the left 
approximant can be derived from the corresponding results for the right one. 
For the normalization, we have given two possible choices. One choice, 
leading to a definition of the type I MPAs, required the denominator M(Z) to 
satisfy M(0) = 1, which ‘. IS a reasonable choice if one is approximating in the 
neighborhood of z = 0 and hence has to require that M(0) be nonsingular to 
avoid difficulties at z = 0. In the type II MPAs, we made a different choice 
which was inspired by the related problem of minimal partial realization and 
the derived minimal Pad6 problem. The idea there is to choose for the 
denominator a certain canonical representation. This leads to conditions on 
the degrees of its individual elements, which follow from imposed row and 
column degrees together with specific forms for the matrix of leading row 
and column coefficients. In a sense we may look at this normalization as 
amounting to conditions on the leading coefficient of the denominator. The 
two choices we made in this paper and which gave rise to the type I and type 
II approximants are only two of the many possibilities, and they are not 
meant to be related or “dual” to each other. However, we do find correspon- 
dences between them as given in Section 5, where we also indicate the 
relation with minimal PAS. 
Finally, the choice of the degrees and orders which we try to attach to 
each individual entry of a polynomial matrix or a matrix of series is in our 
opinion pushing our generalization much farther than has been done before. 
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This also influenced our choice of the normalization in the type II approxi- 
mants. Of course, in the most general case of individual degrees and orders, 
it is most difficult to get nice characterizations, properties, existence, etc. for 
the approximants. The opposite extreme is to consider a uniform order and 
degree for all the entries. In this case, one has to be careful about noncom- 
mutativity, but the problem is almost scalar in nature. This is the matrix case 
that has been studied most frequently in the literature. 
The solvability equalities (2.4) and (2.5) for the type I and II MPAs 
expressed that the number of free parameters is equal to the number of 
approximation conditions. This seems a natural thing to expect in the 
definition of PAS, but since these equalities are part of the definition of 
MPAs, they require an extra effort in the completion of certain proofs. These 
equalities also imposed unexpected restrictions on degrees and orders that 
are allowed for proving some of the results. The technical result of Lemma 
2.1, which reappeared regularly during the development, is a typical example 
of this. 
The existence properties derived in Section 3 are not spectacular and 
merely express that a certain set of linear systems of equations defining the 
denominator should have a solution. Therefore the existence conditions take 
the form of conditions on the rank of certain matrices. However, even in the 
scalar case, the block structure of a Pad6 table, which shows where PAS do 
and where they do not exist, is expressed in terms of the table of Toeplitz or 
Hankel determinants. For the matrix case, we do exactly the same thing. The 
importance of the results of Section 3 lies in the explicit determinant 
expressions one can obtain for the MPAs as given in Section 4. Moreover, 
they also give, at least in principle, a way to compute the MPAs. Because the 
systems usually have a special structure, it is possible to design special 
methods to solve them. These methods are communicated in a separate paper 
[22]. For the minimal matrix Pad6 approximants, a Euclidean algorithm 
exists, which is described in [7]. Th ese MmPAs however are only MPAs of 
type II in certain cases, as described and proved in Section 5. 
The uniqueness of the MPAs is related to the existence of a dual problem 
(see Sections 7 and 8). This can only be proved under relatively restrictive 
conditions. This is also illustrated by the better-studied vector case, where 
we have a generic nonuniqueness unless extra conditions are imposed. 
We do not claim to have developed in this paper the best possible 
definition of matrix Pad6 approximants, but we think that, even with the 
restrictions of certain choices we have made, we have posed the problem in a 
very general setting. This paper just aims at giving a framework which is 
kept as general as possible for studying matrix Pad6 approximants. We tried 
to include most of the existing definitions of vector or matrix Pad6 approxi- 
mants (most of them defined with a uniform degree and order) but also left 
enough room for further development. 
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